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Executive Summary 

Ideally, all aspects of the pilot evaluation and implementation should be considered during 
its planning and development stages. It is vital to understand the technical and operational 
aspects of the pilots to achieve the proposed goals. In general, strategic approaches define 
the overall direction and set the context for specific aims and operational objectives. Ideally, 
aims and objectives are defined clearly, meaning that they are achievable and measurable. 
Thus, eventually their evaluation is possible. The overall evaluation methodology is one 
important step for the actual deployment of the pilots. The core of the evaluation 
methodology lies in the need to identify the critical quality characteristics of the proposed 
technologies and test them in real-life conditions. Ideally, the evaluation methodology should 
explore all potential areas of interests for more efficient, reliable, and precise results that are 
goaled. On the other hand, this also includes evaluating usability and user satisfaction as 
well as the real-life operations on the shop-floor. Thus, the evaluation will focus on the impact 
of the proposed technologies. Especially the impact and quality of the information provided 
for the improved production, products, and processes. The preparation for the pilot 
deployment includes project management activities, which are partially out of the scope of 
this deliverable due to confidentiality. This deliverable presents the general implementation 
plans for the pilot specific challenges and gives overall evaluation strategies to measure the 
success of the implementation in a general level. Since the detailed pilot specific 
implementation plans are confidential, the perspective of this deliverable is strictly general. 
None of the pilot specific solutions are presented in detail. Thus, the actual implementation 
strategies and practices are left to the pilot groups. The final evaluation Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) are described in detail in another deliverable. Thus, only the general 
description of the KPIs is given here. 
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0 Introduction 

 knowlEdge Project Overview 

The knowlEdge project is funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European 
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until 
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries, 
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget 
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu 

AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these 
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the 
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the 
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will 
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and 
collaborative.  

To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge 
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems, and data management 
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed 
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and 
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge 
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and 
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments 
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution 
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management 
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and 
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain 
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to 
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically 
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AI-
models from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and 
interchange AI trained models. 

 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D8.1: Pilot evaluation methodology and 
implementation plan, is to present the general implementation plans for the pilot specific 
challenges and to give overall evaluation strategies to measure the success of the 
implementation in a general level. Additionally, the general description of the final evaluation 
KPIs are given. 

 Target Audience 

This deliverable, D8.1: Pilot evaluation methodology and implementation plan, aims 
primarily to formalize and generalize the pilot specific problems for technological partner 
implementations, and as such give public overall summary of intended pilot actions. 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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 Deliverable Context 

This deliverable is based on the project procedures as defined within the knowlEdge 
Description of Action and Consortium Agreement and where necessary extends them in the 
operational aspects. However, it is subservient to those documents. 

It is one of the cornerstones for achieving the project results, identified as follows: 

D8.1 Pilot evaluation methodology and implementation plan: general implementation 
plans for the pilot specific challenges and overall evaluation strategies to measure the 
success of the implementation in a general level. 

 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public”. 

 Document Dependencies 

This document has no preceding documents or expected further formal iterations. If explicitly 
requested by reviewers, a definitive version can be made available at the end of the project. 

 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary 

 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

None 

 Reading Notes 

None 

 Document Updates 

None 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
http://www.knowledge-project.eu/glossary
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1 Pilots 

A brief description of the pilot cases, their development targets, and the specific target 
processes is given in the following sections.  

 Parmalat – Case A 

Continuous tracking and data analysis of milk 
parameters for process quality management 

1.1.1 Summary 

Collecchio was Parmalat’s first production facility and nowadays it is the headquarter and 
the plant that still produces the largest volumes of goods. Production in Collecchio began 
on 15th April 1961 with the first package in Italy of tetrahedral pasteurized milk in partnership 
with TetraPak. In 1966 the production of UHT sterilized milk in tetrahedral package started, 
in 1968 the first delactosed milk in metal tin, in '72 the first production of yoghurt, in the 80s 
fruit juices, in the 2000s the HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) milk bottles and two years 
ago the first milk bottles of PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate). Nowadays the plant produces 
more than 400,000 tons of finished product that includes UHT sterilized milk in TetraPak 
and bottles, juices, yoghurt, and milk derivatives and employs more than 400 people. 

Collecchio plant has three lines for incoming milk than can unload more than fifty milk trucks 
each day and has a global overall stock capacity of 2,5 million litres. The assets in the facility 
are the typical milk processing plants: pasteurizers, fat titrators, homogenizers, sterilizers, 
aseptic packaging lines, carton box machines and palletizers. There are also other assets 
for the preparation of fruit juices and yoghurt, yoghurt packaging machines and plants for 
the preparation and mixing of bechamel and special cream (i.e., with mushrooms, salmon, 
etc.). 

Regarding the Collecchio case this project wants to focus on the scheduling process. The 
general problem is to plan the production of finished product on the packaging lines 
managing to meet the market needs and the necessary resources in terms of raw material, 
packaging, and skills of operators. The process of scheduling packaging lines with a finite 
capacity has many constraints and requires a lot of specific knowledge to plan the production 
in an efficient way, to level the pace (takt time), eliminate bottlenecks and organize 
resources in the best possible way. The site has also the need to reschedule the production 

Figure 1: Company site Parmalat-Collecchio. 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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in real time when some variations occur, e.g., a change from demand planning or a 
breakdown on a line or a quality issue on incoming milk. In these situations, line managers 
must react very quickly and, today, it is all related to the experience and human behaviour. 

The overall objectives of the pilot case are to increase the number of information collected, 
about production and quality controls during and after the production, to increase the overall 
product quality, standardize the final parameters of the products more precisely, increase 
the efficiency and optimize the production patches, to predict when the end products can be 
put on market. The expectation is to create a finite capacity scheduling tool, able to optimize 
production sequences respecting constraints and limits of the entire production process, 
improving efficiency, and reducing losses. The connection with the data from the field and 
their analysis will offer a realistic model of the production plant, allowing to recognize in real 
time the limits of the plant's production capacity and therefore to react more promptly to 
changes and bottlenecks. By using AI technologies Parmalat would like to be able to carry 
out predictive simulations reducing human input to a minimum. Another expected benefit is 
to improve the prediction of the quality parameters of the incoming milk (especially fat and 
proteins) to conduct more accurate and focused operation of business-to-business purchase 
and sell. 

1.1.2 Development target 

Given the overall objectives, a specific problem-based implementation could be stated as: 

Given a set of incoming order information, 

generate an optimized production scheduling. 

More specifically, the development targets of the current production scheduling system are 
to automize the scheduling and optimization process, and to enhance the optimization result 
of the planned schedule. Currently, the scheduling system is not supported by any algorithm: 

Figure 2: Production line Parmalat-Collecchio 
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the user must allocate and insert the correct volumes and items manually, relying upon one’s 
experience and knowledge of the production system. To achieve these targets, it is 
important that the knowhow of the new possibilities and methods for scheduling can be 
acquired broadly, since the new possibilities and methods for scheduling will be tested as 
proof-of-concept studies. The main aim is to gain understanding of the possible development 
actions and to prioritize these actions. 

1.1.3 Target process 

The general description of the target process is presented visually in Figure 3. It consists of 
interconnected set of input data, services to create, verify and validate the simulated 
schedules, processes to implement the optimization tasks and their simplification via 
computationally efficient AI-solutions, and the final optimized schedules. Moreover, the input 
data can be divided into production system constraints, optimization constraints, initial 
product data, and real-time production data. 

Production system constraint data describes the basic behavior of the manufacturing 
system, and it is connected to the other inputs by SQL queries. Typical form of the production 
system constraint data is e.g., production machine specific constraints such as capacities. 
Production system constraint data will be updated rarely, only on demand and manually, 
e.g., when a new machine is implemented. The simulator uses all input data, as well as the 
production system constraint data in the next process phase (via SQL queries). It is 
worthwhile to notice that the production system constraint data integrate information of the 
different organizations and production set-ups. 

The optimization constraints include, e.g., information on minimum lot sizes and sequencing 
of the produced products. The main difference between the production system and the 
optimization constraints is that the latter are used as functions with individual machine set-
up times to be minimized or maximized in optimization. 

The initial product data describes the products and volumes to be produced within the 
predefined time frame. Thus, the initial product data is given to the simulation services once 
in each predefined time frame. 

Figure 3: The general description of the Parmalat target process (case A) 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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The real-time production data describes the current manufacturing situation in the plant. 
Contrary to the initial product data, the real-time production data can be transferred to the 
simulation services also in real-time when needed. 

For the case of the continuous tracking and data analysis of milk parameters for process 
quality management, the simulator is a data-based discrete event simulator. It is a rule-
based scheduler, that can be used to run simulations by changing the constraint settings 
and boundary conditions or by adaptation to real-time production data to simulate “what if” -
scenarios (predictions), and to supply input to optimization and AI activities. One of the key 
functions of the simulator is to produce additional natural variability to its outputs. Thus, to 
enhance the operability of the optimization AI services. Typically, the simulations are run 
once in each predefined time frame, e.g., once a week. The simulator can be run manually, 
automatically with predefined settings or iteratively during the predefined time frame, if 
needed. The simulator has three main outputs: 1) simulation results file, 2) schedule file (the 
data of scheduling) and 3) simulated production data file (the simulated data of the real-time 
production data). The simulation results file contains the input information for the analysis, 
comparison, optimization, and AI. For the simplicity, it is assumed that operator capacity is 
unlimited in the simulator, i.e., the input for the optimization and AI is the total worktime of 
operators needed to manufacture the demand given by the initial product data in the 
predefined time frame. 

Optimization and AI functionalities to be implemented (for the current case) are addressed 
by the feature data (KPIs) calculated from the simulations results file. The dimensionality of 
the KPI feature space vary, but the core of the implementation lies on the cost function 
values produced for the each run of the simulations. The general main target of the 
optimization and AI is to minimize the value of the total cost function describing the general 
cost of production. The associated KPIs are calculated for each predefined time frame of 
production time. 

  

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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 Parmalat – Case B 

Fault detection and prediction for increased production quality and process efficiency. 

1.2.1  Summary 

Centrale del Latte di Roma (CLR) is an Italian company, controlled by Parmalat Spa, with a 
strong portfolio of local brands. Founded in 1933, it was a public company until 1998 when 
it was sold to private investors. In 1979 CLR moved it headquarter and production plant from 
its historic headquarters in Via Giolitti to the East Rome area. Productions are fresh milk, 
fresh cream and microfiltered milk (ESL). The plant produces about 90,000 tons of annual 
product and employs about 170 employees. 

In Rome facility there are four processing plants: two milk pasteurizers, one milk 
microfiltration plant and one cream pasteurizer. In packaging department there are three 
filling PET lines and three gable top carton lines. Every day the plant receives orders from 
the market by different sources: email, direct orders in SAP and by fax messages. All orders 
received are transcribed in MS Excel files to aggregate them, divide them by packaging 
machine, create totals of semi-finished product to be produced for the processing plants and 
generate a preparation order for the necessary packaging. Starting from this aggregation of 
orders, the finished products are scheduled for each packaging line in a MES (Manufacturing 
Execution System) where all the information about production and quality are collected. After 
the production, there are no structured data on the truck/vehicle loading that links production 
information with transport data or commercial information. Lack of knowledge of the 
evolution of orders in the future forces the organizations to plan the resources (human, raw 
materials, packaging...) using mainly the “human sensitivity”. Finally, the use of MS Excel 
spreadsheets in some part of the information and data flow, limits the possibility of added 
value data analysis and it is critical for data entry errors. 

Figure 4: Company site Parmalat-Rome. 
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The objectives of the pilot case are to extract information from different data streams 
(production data, warehouse data, product traceability, shop-floor measurement...), 
predicting the requested volume to optimize internal warehouse management, to reduce raw 
material stock, to improve production flows, to reduce waste and, finally, to have a better 
coordination of production and logistics processes, and foresee customer demands. 

1.2.2 Development target 

A specific problem-based implementation is stated as: 

Given a set of interconnected information of production and distribution chain, 
estimate/predict/forecast the needed operational changes for enhanced process efficiency. 

The target is to develop predictive computational methodologies for accurate production 
scheduling, based on historical data. In this context the production scheduling also covers 
the requirements and procurement of materials. The interconnected information will be the 
basis for automated traceability of the finished products: from the arrival of the raw materials 
to the distribution of the vehicles, transfer times, quantities produced, load assortment and 
destination of the shipped references to the customer, etc. In other words, the target is to 
allow predictive planning of the production by using advanced computational AI 
technologies. 

1.2.3 Target process 

The general description of the target process is presented visually in 6. It presents a typical 
duty cycle of 24 hours. It should be noticed that the targeted predictive planning of the 
production concerns the whole production and distribution chain. A brief explanation of the 
complete chain is given next. 

The arrival of orders is the starting point for a duty cycle. The orders can come directly from 
customers or from satellite depots. As explained earlier, the orders can come by email, fax, 
or SAP, and the typical format of the orders is simply pairs of items and quantity codes. 
Since the orders can be received from multiple sources, they need to be aggregated into 
common format, such as MS Excel. Beside the common format, additional information on 
packaging machines, processing plants and preparation order is added to the orders. In the 
production planning phase, the production for each packaging machine is scheduled. MES 
systems are used for production planning via SQL databases. MES induced product 

Figure 5: Production line Parmalat-Rome. 
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information regarding the reference codes, quantities, and expiry dates are some of the key 
aspects for automated traceability. In production phase, the products are produced in each 
production area following the predefined schedule with the possibility of dynamically 
managing changes in process set-ups or sequences. Products are digitally registered 
allowing traceability. Additionally, all information regarding the possible inefficiencies due to 
line stops or rejects are recorded in the MES system. The data are used to generate KPIs 
of both efficiency (OEE: Overall Equipment Effectiveness and MME: Machine Mechanical 
Efficiency) and processes (material scraps, finished product losses, etc.). 

The finished products are transferred to the warehouses after being collected into packages 
and mechanically placed on pallets. The quantities of each single item delivered to the 
logistics are digitally recorded in MES system. The interconnection to the customers 
systems guides and facilitates the transfer activities. The products are divided into the 
vehicles according to the loading plans. At this point of the production and distribution chain, 
the association between reference codes, quantities, and destinations is distributed in 
several different files. 

At the loading and transfer phase, the finished products are loaded onto the vehicles for 
transfer, and thereafter the products are transported e.g., to the wholesale warehouses. 
There is no sensor data or other interconnected information associated with these phases. 
At the distribution and control phase the products are finally distributed to the stores 
according to the original orders. 

It should be emphasized that the original orders of the new products to be produced can be 
from several sources, as depicted in the 6. Some of the orders can come directly from the 
stores (individual store or a chain of stores), wholesale warehouses, or from own 
warehouses. Therefore, the target process is essentially highly complex and multiple 
objectives of several customer groups need to be fulfilled at the same time. At the same time 
the data and information provided as inputs and outputs from each phase is highly scattered, 
partially unstructured, and fragmented. As well as the main objective is to develop predictive 
planning of the production by using advanced computational AI technologies, the other 
important objective is related to a controllable and structured format of the interconnected 
information. 

The ability to predict planning of the production by advanced computational AI technologies 
is based on the idea that the features produced from the historical time series data of sales 
can reveal the underlying factors and patterns. A great advantage of the input data is that it 
is given in a time series format. Thus, highly advanced time series specific methods can be 
tested and applied more straightforward without need to develop completely new 
approaches. Anyhow, because the complexity of the input data for the predictions and 
forecasts is high, it is unlikely that the simple linear models could fit into the underlying high-
dimensional space. Thus, novel methods of deep learning e.g., recurrent neural networks, 
might be utilized more efficiently than the traditional and simple linear methods. Anyhow, 
there is no guarantees that the perfect model fit for the predicted outputs (e.g., sales 
forecasting) could be achieved due to nonlinearities and discontinuations of the input data. 

Additionally, one of the key functions of the predictive models is to also detect deviations, 
abnormalities, and novelties of the input data. The natural formalization and the fundamental 
paradigm of the novelty detection problem is that the training data (e.g., historical sales data) 
can explain the system behaviour in all conditions defined by the data, and the too high 
variation of the model fit for the given test data is an indication of novelty. 
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Figure 6: The general description of the Parmalat target process (case B) 
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 Kautex 

1.3.1 Summary 

Kautex Textron (Kautex) is part of Textron, 
a US based multi-industry company with a total revenue in 2020 of $11.7B. Kautex belongs 
to the industrial segment, which accounts for 26% of the company’s revenue, while Kautex 
contributed $1.75B in 2020. Kautex is a leader in designing and manufacturing plastic fuel 
systems for automobiles and light trucks, including blow molded solutions for conventional 
plastic fuel tanks and pressurized plastic fuel tanks for hybrid vehicle applications. Kautex 
also develops and manufactures clear-vision systems for automotive safety and advanced 
driver assistance systems (ADAS). Our cleaning systems are comprised of nozzles, 
reservoirs, inlets, and pumps to support onboard cleaning for windscreens, headlamps and 
ADAS cameras and sensors. In addition, Kautex produces plastic tanks for selective 
catalytic reduction systems used to reduce emissions from diesel engines and other fuel 
system components. Kautex is rated among the Top 100 Automotive Suppliers worldwide. 
And has over 50 years of expertise of producing fuel systems that drive lower emissions. To 
pioneer solutions for the era of new mobility Kautex is developing battery systems and 
housings for plug-in hybrid, full hybrid and full battery-electric vehicles, smarter fuel systems 
and cleaning solution for camera and lidar for autonomous vehicles. Headquartered in Bonn, 
Germany, Kautex operates over 30 plants in 14 countries near their customers, along with 
nine engineering/research and development locations around the world. 

The core manufacturing process of a plastic fuel tank consists of seven adjacent production 
steps. The initial step is the extrusion blow molding, with automatically running machine. 
Though the first machine & process set-up are executed manually. After blow molding the 
first polymer shells, additional plastic (flash) will be separated, and the raw product will be 
weight and labeled. To ensure a stable geometry, the still warm product will be actively 
cooled under water and subsequently given adequate time to further cool down.  

After a sufficient temperature is reached the product will be further processed in a finishing 
machine, where attached parts will be welded. In the following assembly line, further parts 
and components will be assembled through production team members. The last step is a 
100% quality (leakage) control and final inspection. 

The biggest challenges in the extrusion and molding process are deviations, impacting 
mainly shape, weight and wall thickness of the product. The complexity is originating from a 
high number of parameters and factors which ultimately have an impact on the process 
output. This begins with machine settings, and general indicators as cycle time, molding 
temperature, air pressure and mold settings. Also, material properties, percentage of reused 
materials and the material temp have an impact.  They are supplemented with environmental 
temperature and conditions, the actual product design and general settings as speeds and 
durations. 
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The difficulty is to understand the interaction between all influencing parameters. This leads 
to multiple ways of setting up a process (e.g., increasing air pressure vs. reducing water 
temperature). A second challenge is to standardize and store process know-how and 
problem-solving approaches.  

1.3.2 Development target 

A specific problem-based implementation is stated as: 

Given an initial product data, parameter values and manufacturing set-up values, 

generate the set of optimized manufacturing set-up values to match with the reality. 

The actual target is therefore initialized with a set of input data, while implementation is to 
develop methodologies for analyses to link the inputs to the final outputs. The most important 
output is the set of optimized manufacturing set-up values. These values should be reliable 
and match with the reality, i.e., by using the given set-up values the manufacturing quality 
is known beforehand. Another important development target is to understand the 
interactions of the inputs to the final outputs, while several variations are considered. 
Therefore, the development of the suitable data analysis tools for a particular Big Data 
problem setting is the key content of the actual implementation.  

Figure 7: Kautex, manufacturing process of a fuel tank. 
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1.3.3 Target process 

Figure 8: The general description of the Kautex target process. 

The general description of the target process is presented visually in Figure 8. It consists of 
interconnected set of input data, presented on the left. The input data can be divided simply 
into product, production, and simulation data. Moreover, each of the data sources can have 
constraints, initial values, and boundary conditions, which are used throughout the process. 
In general, input data can be variated for product, production, and simulation. The basic idea 
of the variation is to reduce the risks related to design and engineering due to unknown 
values and uncertainties. Thus, the typical design and engineering process generates vast 
amount of data and information, i.e., the Big Data to analyzed. It is worth to notice that in 
the typical process of finding optimal manufacturing set-up values, once the input data is 
given, it is also fixed. That is, all variations cover already relatively good set of physically 
possible solutions, but the challenge is to find the optimal and realistic set of input values to 
imitate the reality. By any metric, the challenge is therefore complex and computationally 
heavy to solve. Moreover, since the intrinsic part of the challenge is to predict the 
manufacturing quality beforehand, it is essential that the set of input values are realistic. 
Thus, the implementation of the target process can be formalized as a digital twin of its 
physical counterpart. 
 
Product input data are typical inputs for the structural simulations, such as geometries and 
design parameters. Typically, the physical limitations of the manufacturing process restrict 
the possible variations of the product data. Thus, a major part of the overall variation of the 
simulation results is typically due to variation of the material parameter values. Those 
simulation parameter values that are associated with the corresponding manufacturing 
parameter values can be varied. The simulation process typically covers static and dynamic 
structural analyses which are used to reduce the design and engineering risks. Typical 
simulation results are stresses, strains, geometrical transformations, wall thicknesses, 
material states, etc. In a normal manufacturing process, the design and engineering 
decisions are typically made according to the simulation results and other structural 
analyses. 
 
As said, the simulation process relates to the virtual representation of the manufactured 
product, and the manufacturing process is associated with the manufacturing parameter 
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values that can be varied. Typically, these kind of parameter values are the ones which are 
fixed for the given product’s manufacturing process. Additional variation to the 
manufacturing process comes from the variable system and process set-up values. 
Examples of these kind of set-up values can be, e.g., production line speed, temperature, 
and time settings. Thus, the modifiable inputs for the actual manufacturing process are the 
product-related parameter values and the manufacturing process set-up values. After the 
products are manufactured, information regarding their physical properties and 
characteristics can be measured. Naturally, there are physical limitations for the 
measurements due to sensoring, accessibility, risks of damaging the products, etc. 
Therefore, the resulting measurement data is limited: typically, only certain measurement 
points are used, and generalisations (by interpolating) are sought by post-processing the 
measurement data. 
 
Simulation results cover the products completely within the given discretization level. That 
is, all simulation result data can be found for each virtual measurement point in a 
computation model. Measurement data, on the other hand, can found only for the certain 
physical measurement points. Thus, there is normally a great mismatch between the number 
of virtual and physical measurement points. Sometimes – due to accessibility issues – also 
the locations of the virtual and physical measurement points can be different. The obvious 
way to compensate the mismatch is to utilize the methods of the smart data analytics e.g., 
by correlation-based expansion techniques or by restricting to the similarity-based 
approaches. The goal setting of the data analytics is to investigate the effects of the 
variational input values to the calculated simulation results, and to the measurement result 
data of the manufactured products. Given that the search space is enormous, the solutions 
strategies based on exhaustive search will not be effective. Thus, computationally efficient 
methodologies to investigate and evaluate the effects and interactions between inputs and 
outputs are sought by optimization and AI activities. Once the effects and interactions are 
known, the final assignment is to develop a computational method to find optimal and 
realistic set of input values so that the overall accuracy throughout the process is 
maintained. 
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 Bonfiglioli 

1.4.1 Summary 

Bonfiglioli Slovacchia (BSK) is part of Bonfiglioli Riduttori s.p.a., a leading company in power 
transmission and drives. Bonfiglioli has overall 14 production plants, 20 branches and 550 
distributors all over the world, spread in 80 countries. The big variety of catalogues allows 
Bonfiglioli to provide full integrated solutions within a huge range of applications, from small 
gearmotors to big high-customized gearboxes, dedicated to all kind of customers and 
applications. Bonfiglioli group has almost 4,000 employees all over the world with more than 
900M€ revenue. 

BSK is Bonfiglioli’s heavy-duty plant. The focus is on planetary, parallel, and orthogonal 
heavy-duty gearboxes. Facility’s capacity is up to 20 ton finished goods. At the given 
application field, main products are planetary gearboxes with huge variability in terms of 
configurations and overall dimensions (from 15 kg up to 800 kg).  

The new assembly line dedicated to these products can perform all the required operations 
for assembly and quality check in seven minutes Takt time. The new line has a high 
automation level, with automated guided vehicle (AGV) material handling and high-quality 
standards.  

Currently quality checks that are done only by skilled operators, indicating weak spots of the 
process for three main reasons:  

• operator’s time is used for quality controls while Bonfiglioli could improve cycle time 

• operator can make mistakes or skip controls 

• if any error is not immediately fixed, the whole product must be disassembled, fixed, 
and re-assembled at the end of the line. 

Considering the field of application, the main requirements are based on human-machine 
interactions. High standard safety is mandatory in all Bonfiglioli facilities, and all machines 
must interact properly with the operators. All technologies must be provided already fully 
integrated with the current BSK IT system. 

Figure 9: Company site Bonfiglioli. 
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Overall BSK main goals are to improve quality without deteriorating Takt time and reduce 
reworked operations as much as possible, since the rework would be done in real-time.  

Machine vision -based system would be able to check critical components in specified 
phases of the assembly, allow the operators to rework components immediately, and fix the 
most important non-conformity that production is facing at that moment. Also, production 
reports and product traceability will increase storing image data as a proof of quality checks 
in case of any damages to the products will occur during their lifetime. 

Having data on failures in critical spots could guide production in finding currently unknown 
weak spots and create new solutions to have a stronger overall process involving also other 
entities inside the company (i.e., research and development, supply chain management, 
etc.). 

1.4.2 Development target 

A specific problem-based implementation is stated as: 

Given the image data of an assembled product in each assembly phase, 

generate solution for decision support whether the product is assembled correctly. 

Thus, the development target is to improve the overall assembly process by using advanced 
computational machine vision -based methods for the decision support. The real-time 
control enables to intervene and fix any quality issues within the process continuously, and 
repetitive manner from one assembly phase to another. The real-time control acts as an 
error detection for proper assembly of the whole product or a specific component, presence 
of fixatives within the assembly, quality control of the assembly tasks in general, and also of 
the additional input assemblies. More specifically, the target is therefore to develop 
automated decision support system for error detection. 

1.4.3 Target process 

The general description of the target process is presented visually in Figure 11. The first 
notation of the overall process is that it is repetitive: once an individual assembly task for a 
particular component is completed, the same chain of operations should be conducted for 
the next component until the whole product is assembled. In essence, the process is rather 
simple: once the operator has assembled the current component according to the relevant 

Figure 10: Workplace in the assembly process at the BSK. 
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information and documentation, the image data is gathered from the assemble. The 
gathered image data should be comparable with the reference image database. Thus, the 
effect of the variable conditions and environments, e.g., the lighting conditions, should be 
deducted as much as possible. This can be seen as operational requirements for the 
technical implementation, mainly as requirements for the cameras, camera set-ups, and the 
image data post-processing algorithms. Once the high-grade correspondence is achieved, 
the image data can be analyzed. As with the common image processing specific algorithmic 
data analytics, the focus is to find matchable patterns. The patterns represent characteristic 
features which clearly define objects in the image. The machine learning models are based 
on these features, and the final detection accuracy of the applied models is highly affected 
by their performance to be sensitive enough to depict the incorrect assemblies from the 
correct ones. Moreover, the implemented algorithms should be trained specifically for the 
given image data. Thus, the delicate balance between the overfitting and underfitting should 
be maintained. Basically, the machine learning model acts as a novelty or outlier detector. 
With the given information (given as a training data) the model makes its best prediction to 
classify the given image to two classes: A) correctly assembled, and B) incorrectly 
assembled (components or products). The final decision support system is therefore 
essentially binary. If the error (incorrectly assembled, or high enough deviation from the 
correctly assembled) is detected, the operator should be noted. Due to nature of the 
assembly process, the notification to the operator at the assembly line is the key output from 
the system. 

As explained, the overall system is rather simple at first sight. The major challenge of the 
system implementation comes from the training phase of the machine learning models. 
Since the target process is repetitive, separate training phase is needed for each assembly 
phase (due to fact that the image data is from the different assemblies). Thus, the final 
algorithmic solution of the complete system is rather complex. Additionally, the training set 
of the image data is evolving constantly due to fact that if the error is detected, the training 
set contains examples from correctly and incorrectly assembled components or products. 
From the detection point of view, the additional training data simplifies the classification 
problem, since then there exists examples of both classes. Anyhow, from the 
implementation point of view, the final algorithmic solution becomes more complex. 

Figure 11: The general description of the Bonfiglioli target process. 
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2 Pilot implementation framework 

The framework to support the pilot implementations is given in the next sections. The first 
section captures the general contributions of each technical work package to support pilot 
development. Thereafter, the second section presents the essential general parts of pilot 
implementation planning to support the technical progress. The knowlEdge project specific 
approaches for collaborated implementation are given in the third section.  The third section 
also describes the templates for datasets, AI solutions and computational models or digital 
twins. Generic versions of the implemented pilot specific solutions and models can be 
exploited later via the knowlEdge platform as well as at the marketplace. 

 Collaboration for pilot development and implementation 

The basic concept of the development and implementation actions is the iterative 
development process where progress is made in cyclic development phases: assessment 
and evaluation – specification – creation and development – integration – testing. In 
essence, pilots will take input from all work packages (WPs). The technical WPs to support 
pilot development and implementation are presented in Error! Reference source not 
found. and the format of the support is explained next. 

 

Figure 12: The technical knowlEdge workpackages to support pilot development and 
implementation. 

• WP2 

o Definition of the general project vision, requirement gathering and use case 
definitions guide essentially the design of the knowlEdge framework, but the 
pilot specific needs, practical requirements, identification of data sources, and 
definitions of desired user interfaces create the supporting frame for the pilot 
development and implementation. 
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• WP3 

o The data and information management are the backbones of the successful 
pilot implementations. Due to fact that the distributed knowlEdge solutions 
should be executed in the pilot specific environments, the integrated 
approaches are needed. Thus, the distributed data mining services, 
interoperability and interconnectivity of data, data integration mechanisms, 
generic data models, data management and governance mechanisms, data 
privacy, integrity and quality issues are essential collaboration topics for both 
the knowlEdge architecture and the final implementations. 

• WP4 

o The general aim to develop computationally efficient AI-based analytic 
techniques, algorithms and models for the distributed knowlEdge architecture 
is the cornerstone of the pilot implementations. Distributed programming 
architectures and parallel programming models will build the base for the 
implementations. The concrete considerations for system workloads, suitable 
datasets and data streams, resource requirements, scalability of the 
implemented techniques, timing and execution of the computational methods, 
and total throughput of the processed information throughout the edge and 
cloud computing environments open collaboration possibilities regarding the 
pilot implementations. 

• WP5 

o The knowlEdge platform as a distributed infrastructure is responsible for 
providing resources for pilot specific knowlEdge services through a dedicated 
interface. Thus, the smart and effective knowlEdge management solutions 
over the distributed architectures are involved in the pilot implementations. 
Anyhow, due to privacy and security issues, the actual pilot implementations 
are executed in other infrastructures than the generic test and demonstration 
cases. 

• WP6 

o An essential part of the knowlEdge solutions will be executed through the 
advanced technologies and AI services. Thus, the design and development of 
computational models (including digital twins) and advanced analytics -based 
decision support solutions are the WP6-based key content for the pilot 
implementations. Moreover, the pilot specific knowlEdge solutions need to be 
facilitated with secured communications and reliable accessibility at the 
knowlEdge platform. Additionally, all pilot services need to be managed and 
monitored with the adequate notification mechanisms. 

• WP7 

o General purpose of the knowlEdge project is to develop smart and automated 
system implementations for pilot usage. The knowledge exchange between a 
human and a machine is a critical part of the system solutions. Thus, the data 
driven DSF supports the generic knowlEdge solutions as well as the pilot 
specific implementations to enable proactive response and process 
optimisations. 
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 Pilot implementation planning 

Pilot as a smaller version of the complete and complex full scale knowlEdge implementation 
tests the underlying assumptions and gives better understanding of the performance at full 
scale. With the pilot plans, individual pilot groups can evaluate the results to determine 
potential risks the development and implementation actions might face once they are fully 
implemented. In general, these risks at the pilot scale determine if they are manageable and 
if it is worth moving forward on the full scale. As mentioned earlier, the detailed pilot specific 
implementation plans are confidential. Therefore, the following implementation plans are 
served strictly in general format. 

General project management recommendations apply for pilot implementation planning. 
Thus, a few of the most important aspects are: 

• What? 

o Set up the detailed targets according to the general guidelines given in the 
Section 1 and regarding the technical and operational aspects of the specific 
pilot. 

o Divide wider targets into separate pilot specific development and 
implementation tasks. 

• When? 

o Set up the realistic timeline for the development and implementation actions 
e.g., with the Gantt-chart. 

o Establish clear and realistic deadlines and milestones. 

• Who? 

o Set up the functioning pilot group to act as a workforce for the development 
and implementation. 

o Commit pilot group members to the individual pilot specific target tasks. 

• How? 

o Offer resources, e.g., data sources, and give practical instructions for the pilot 
group. 

o Monitor and control the progress of the targeted tasks. 

o Communicate. Arrange midpoint revisions to give and hear feedback on 
progress, and on the obtained results or challenges. 

o Create and develop realistic action points to overcome challenges. 

o Conclude the planned tasks and gather the results. 

o Evaluate the pilot results to determine if it is worth moving forward on the full 
scale. 

o Identify risks regarding the pilot specific restrictions and limitations. 
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 knowlEdge approaches for collaborated implementation 

General knowlEdge approaches for collaborated implementation are presented in next 
sections. In general, development actions are conducted in continuous development sprints 
in an iterative manner. Next development tasks as well as the prioritization of implementation 
tasks is defined and agreed in the recurrent SCRUM-like pilot group meetings. As the face-
to-face co-creation is essential to a distributed development and implementation actions, 
also pilot specific development camps or thematic meetings are organised. 

2.3.1 Timeline – schedule 

The main tool to keep up with the current pilot specific knowlEdge development and 
implementation tasks are the traditional Gantt-charts. Example of such a chart is given in 
Figure 13. It should be emphasized that the pilot specific plans should create their own task 
structures with the detailed task definitions. Each task should contain only one concrete and 
self-explanatory definitions to make its actual implementation unambiguous. The great 
benefit of the Gantt-chart -based scheduling of the pilot specific implementation tasks is its 
easiness: the complete progress and set deliverables can be seen with one sight. 

 

Figure 13: An example of Gantt chart -based scheduling. 

2.3.2 Pilot group contact list 

Project groups and task forces evolve over the project timeline, and therefore it is essential 
to keep updated contact lists for each pilot. The actual format (i.e., written list, email list, 
specified role in the distributed version control system, etc.) of the contact list is less 
important, but the basic information of specific pilot group members should be made 
available for all project members. As such, fluent information flow could be maintained. An 
example of pilot group contact list is presented in Table 1. It should be also noted that the 
location of the contact lists needs to be made available for all project members. The 
advanced version of the contact list could also contain the pilot specific responsibilities per 
person. 

Table 1: An example of a pilot group contact list. 

Role Name Contact information 

WP8 leader Markku Hentula, VTT 
 

Technical manager Victor Anaya, ICE 
 

Pilot 1A 
  

WPx 
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2.3.3 Pilot group resource list 

Due to fact that most of the project employees are doing several projects at the same time, 
workforce resources should be allocated for individual pilot tasks as early as possible. With 
the realistic scheduling, the risks could be mitigated. An illustration of a pilot group resource 
list is given in Table 2. If the intended implementation utilizes other resources, such as 
computing facilities, laboratory equipment, equipment to be purchased, etc., those can be 
listed also. To keep track of the statuses of individual tasks, separate column for status info 
is recommended. Together with the time Gantt-chart, presented in Figure 13, the resource 
list gives an overview of the implementation progress. 

Table 2: An example of a pilot group resource list with illustration for several pilots. 

Pilot Task Resources Schedule Status 

Parmalat A P1A.1 VTT Dec 31, 2022 Ongoing 
 

P1A.2 
   

Parmalat B P1B.1 
   

Kautex P2.1 
   

Bonfiglioli P3.1 
   

2.3.4 Implementation progress follow-up 

There are several approaches to organise the implementation progress follow-up. While the 
spotlight in the Gantt-chart-based approaches is in allocation and scheduling of the tasks, 
the individual pre-defined tasks can have several subtasks, which are not necessarily listed. 
The same drawback applies also for the resource lists. Therefore, the use of separate 
progress follow-up tables for each pilot are recommended. An example of a pilot 
implementation progress follow-up table is presented in Table 3. The colour codes used in 
Table 3 are presented in Figure 14. The follow-up table gives an overview of the pilot specific 
implementation subtasks. Note that the implementation subtasks for all pilots are presented 
in Table 3 due to illustrative purposes. The main idea of the follow-up table is that the induvial 
subtasks contain only few assignments (preferably only one). Thus, the allocation of the 
subtasks among the workforce (pilot group) is made possible. The implementation phases 
presented in Table 3 represent typical work distribution over the subtasks, but separate 
follow-up tables should be built for each pilot. As presented earlier, the nature of the pilot 
specific implementation varies, i.e., there can be different number of subtasks with different 
titles for each pilot. Thus, the follow-up tables should be kept updated during the iterative 
process of checking the already done subtasks and developing the new subtasks and 
actions. The easy-to-use colour codes for the follow-up tables, makes the usage more 
effective. As said earlier, next active subtasks as well as the prioritization of the subtasks 
are defined and agreed in the recurrent SCRUM-like pilot group meetings. 
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Table 3: An example of a pilot implementation progress follow-up table. 

 

 

Figure 14: Colour codes for the progress follow-up table. 

2.3.5 Dataset description template 

The datasets to be exploited in implementation tasks should be described according to the 
common dataset description template (annex C). It has four different parts: general 
overview, content description, technical description, and sharing and preservation. The 
dataset description template is meant for collected, processed, stored, or shared data. The 
general overview contains the basic information, such as internal identification labels, 
relating tasks or subtasks, title of the dataset, version of data, creation date, 
creators/measurer name, data file location, etc. The content description of a dataset build 
stronger connection to the pilot implementation tasks. Thus, the description part is easy to 
use e.g., with reporting of the obtained results. The technical description helps to use the 
dataset by specifying software information, used file formats, and file sizes. Due to open 
science targets, data sharing and preservation issues are covered in the separate 
descriptions for the rights, accessibility, additional restrictions, used repositories, and 
permanent identifiers. Anyhow, it should be noted that due to confidentiality reasons, most 
of the pilot specific datasets are indeed confidential, and no data sharing or preservation 
descriptions could be presented. 

2.3.6 AI solution description template 

Due to complex nature of the AI solutions, the delivery of the complete and self-explanatory 
description template is impossible. Anyhow, the basic concept of the proposed AI solution 
can be summarised briefly as a flow-chart type presentation with narrative, illustrated in 
Figure 15. Note that the whole flow-chart presents the provided AI solution. The input data 
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sheet is the same as given in the dataset description template. Anyhow, the detailed 
description of the possibly applied data pre-processing methods should be provided with the 
input data. The data analytics sheet discusses the applied methodologies to produce the 
feature data (i.e., time series -based features, image data -based features, etc.) with the 
needed mathematical formulation. The AI solution sheet defines which data is used for 
training (and which for testing), what kind of training schemes were used, which methods 
were applied with the needed mathematical formulation, what were the model specific 
parameter values, etc. At the output sheet, the final output data is presented with possible 
post-processing methods. It should be noticed that the AI solution description template does 
not specify e.g., in which premises or machinery the actual implementation is run, stored, or 
updated. Freedom of choice is left for the pilot groups and their detailed plans.  

 

Figure 15: knowlEdge AI solution description template. 

2.3.7 Model description template 

Although most of the knowlEdge-based models can be presented sufficiently with the 
knowlEdge AI solution description template (due to their intrinsic data-based nature) given 
in the previous section, a separate template is served for the purpose to adequately 
represent the underlying target processes and their idealisations. The format of the 
knowlEdge model description template is otherwise similar as the knowlEdge AI solution 
description template, but the AI solution sheet is replaced with the model / digital twin sheet. 
The pilot specific models should describe in detail the modelling process: what input data or 
feature data is used for the model input, what the model calculates or simulates in detail, 
which computational methods are used, how the measured and simulated data are 
interconnected in computation, for what purpose the interconnection is implemented, etc. 
As with the AI solution description template, the model description template does not specify 
e.g., in which premises or machinery the actual implementation is run, stored, or updated. 
Freedom of choice is left for the pilot groups and their detailed plans. 
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3 Pilot evaluation methodology 

Pilot evaluation methodology has two parts: i) pilots KPIs and ii) AI maturity. The pilot KPIs 
contribute also to the project overall goals as they are aligned with the final offerings. The 
general KPIs are briefly introduced in this deliverable and the detailed target values are set 
in another deliverable (D8.2 Final evaluation KPIs). The results are presented in the final 
evaluation report (D8.6 AI maturity tool results and KPI performance indicators).  

 Pilot KPIs 

The KPIs for pilot assessment are discussed together with the pilots, pilot groups and their 
solution providers. The mutually agreed measurable common pilot KPIs are: 

• Number of pilot’s datasets involved in an AI solution developed for a pilot 

• Number of AI algorithms demonstrated and tested with pilot’s dataset(s) 

• Number of AI algorithms validated in a pilot 

• Number of digital twin models developed for a pilot 

• Number of data sources added (during the project) because of an AI solution or digital 
twin model created for a pilot 

These KPIs are common to all pilots. Thus, they drive the overall project goals. In the 
General Agreement (GA) knowlEdge project proposes six major innovations in the areas of 
data management, data analytics and knowledge management. The proposed innovations 
lead the pathway to the pilot specific implementation, and, on the other hand, indicate needs 
for final evaluation. 

In addition to the common KPIs towards project goals, pilots were eager to set unique 
KPIs. The detailed pilot specific KPIs are presented in another deliverable (D8.2 Final 
evaluation KPIs). 

 AI maturity  

As part of the pilot evaluation the AI maturity of each partner organisation is assessed in the 
beginning of the implementation phase of pilots and during the final evaluation. The AI 
maturity will be assessed via AI maturity tool [1]. The tool is available for non-commercial 
use by any company or organisation to assess its current AI readiness and performance at 
https://ai.digimaturity.vtt.fi/. The tool gives answers to the following questions: 

• How prepared is your organisation for the use of AI? 

• Where is your organisation compared to other respondents of the tool? 

As a hypothesis, it is expected that the readiness and performance of each partner 
organisation will enhance during the project. The tool considers AI maturity via six 
dimensions: i) strategy and management, ii) product and services, iii) competences and 
cooperation, iv) processes, v) data, and vi) technology. Each dimension has two questions 
with prewritten response options. AI maturity tool concept is briefly presented in Figure 16. 
The data is saved into database and the results of the initial and final assessments can be 
analysed in the evaluation report (D8.6 AI maturity tool results and KPI performance 
indicators). 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
https://ai.digimaturity.vtt.fi/
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Figure 16. The AI maturity tool has six dimensions. Each dimension has two categories 
with its own questions and optional prewritten responses reflecting the maturity level. 
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Annex A: History 

Version Contributor(s) Date Modifications 

0.1 Leila Saari 8th Sep 2021 ToC 

0.11 Leila Saari 29th Sep 2021 AI maturity tool 

0.3 Ville Lämsä 

Markku Hentula 

3rd Nov 2021 Formalization for the pilot specific information 

0.4 Ville Lämsä 5th Apr 2022 Pilot specific development targets and target 
processes  

0.7 Ville Lämsä 23rd Jun 2022 Draft 

0.95 Anika Martin 9th Sep 2022 Review comments 

1.0 Ville Lämsä 12th Sep 2022 Finalisation 
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Annex C: knowlEdge dataset description template 

Table 4. General overview with a sample row 

ID Task Title Version Date of creation Creator Contributors 
File location  
(file path) 

Software used to create data Origin and method 

          

 
Table 5. Content description 

Description and relation to the project objectives Subjects (keywords) Code list used List of variables Metadata schema used 

     

 
Table 6. Technical description 

Software used to create the file File format Necessary software File size 

    

 
Table 7. Sharing and preservation 

Use / Users Rights / License Dissemination Access Restrictions Repository for open data Permanent identifier (e.g., DOI, URN) 
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